English

Send the bed to the ceiling...
...and enjoy a spacious room during the day.

BEDAWAY®

The best space saving combined with the fastest
access and retained sleep comfort.

The mechanism

BEDAWAY®

All Bedaway´s work with a counterweight.
Manual movement may not be so high tech at a first glance but in return the solution is very reliable over the years and maintenance free.
Electrical movement also take much longer time, due to safety and when you need the bed it is annoying to wait while the electrical motor slowly
sends it to the floor.
Counterweight makes it easy to use, much faster and will work every day for many years to come.
The product does not require any modification for a specific installation.
This means that you can move it to another room or sell it, as long as the new room meets the technical requirements for mounting – which is a very
good feature for this kind of investment.
It is possible to mount Bedaway in the middle of the room or close to a wall, and the product does not need any fixings to the wall. The most common is to mount it close to a wall and fix it in the wall just above the floor. If there is no wall you need the second post option.
All weight of the solution is standing on the floor and there is no vertical load transmitted to the ceiling, only sideways (horizontal).
The post is fully telescopic, without steps, from 2.25m up to 3.25m in ceiling height.
The reason for using only one post is aesthetic – that is, the “technical appearance” is minimized. For those who prefer a more guided movement
there is a second post as an option.
There is a child safety lock as standard, it can be switched off if the function is not needed to speed up the access to the bed even more.
If the safety lock is on, it latches automatically when bed is sent to upper position and you need to activate a lever before pulling it down.
The counterweight is adjustable with loose weights to suit your choice of Bed, please see technical specifications for maximum bed weight.
The basic models offer the same main function but with reduced appearance, not all automatic legs and less height underneath the bed while in the
ceiling. Also, the mattress types differs, please see technical specifications.

BEDAWAY®

Easy to place in a small
room, like here, in front
of a window.

Equipped with foldable automatic legs.

BEDAWAY®
Engaged and disengaged Child lock is standard.

The adjustable counterweight
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For different mattresses.

The telescopic post
for different ceiling heights.

BEDAWAY®

Here a Compact queen with the Second Post option.

BEDAWAY®

Compact 180.

BEDAWAY®

The same function as the Compact but at a lower cost.
The Compact basic are the entry level models.

Here the Compact basic fold legs
with the Slatted base option.
(Covering boards, shown here, are not included)

BEDAWAY®

Here the Compact basic with the Slatted base option.

BEDAWAY®

FAQ
Does Bedaway need service?
No, in general it is maintenance free. The chains will benefit from some lubrication every second year or so, though.
How long will the product last?
It is designed for daily use over 30 years.
Do I need a special Mattress?
No, but there are some limitations, please take a look under technical specifications.
Can I bring the product with me if I move?
Yes, nothing on Bedaway is adapted to a specific room, so it is possible to demount the product and move it, and install at a different location.
Will removing BEDAWAY leave ugly wholes?

There will be holes, three in the ceiling and two at the bottom of the wall (or down in the floor), all of them around 10mm in diameter and possible
to conceal for a handy person.
Can BEDAWAY go/fall down by itself?
No, it is locked in the upper position (if the child safety lock is turned on). Even if child safety lock is turned off, the friction will make sure the
product stays in the position where you leave it, as long as you make sure that counterweight is correctly adjusted (the bed must stay if dropped half
the way down to the floor, otherwise overloaded).
My floor is tilting, is than an issue?
Bedaway compact is equipped with adjustment possibilities, taking care of the accuracy to the floor regarding landing, as long as the difference that
needs to be adjusted for is in the range of few centimeters. If the difference is rather close to 5 cm or more, you may need to adjust the floor.
I have 2.3m in Ceiling height, is that enough?
With that height you will have around 1.86 m under the bed (less with basic), which is less than our recommendation for rooms predominantly used
by adults. In a children’s room it may be alright, though. Standard height varies around the world, but as a rough rule: think twice if you install Bedaway lower than a doorway.
Over 2.6m gives you plenty of height underneath, please also see technical specifications.

The Compact

BEDAWAY®

series

Compact 90

Compact queen

The Compact 90 is the smallest size of the exclusive range, for example used
as a regular single bed or as an extra bed among other applications.

The Compact queen is a double bed US size 60x80” of the exclusive range. This size is
called “King” in UK and other markets and 150x200 cm works fine. It has, compared to the
Compact 140, a load carrying beam in the middle of the bed bottom to use a slatted frame that
needs support in the middle. Note the lift capacity on page 15.

Product number: 50500

Product number: 50550

Compact 140

Compact 180

The Compact 140 is a small double bed or a spacious bed for single use of
the exclusive range. Note the requirements for the slat frame to be used on
page 15.

The Compact 180 is the top of the line. It is composed of two Compact 90 fixed together
and running all parallel.
It uses 90x200 slat frames and mattresses, a 180x200 single piece topper is possible to use.

Product number: 50510

Product number: 2x 50500

The Compact basic

series

Compact basic
The Compact basic is the entry level product. It handles a
wooden framed mattress, “Scandinavian style”, from
90x200 up to 160x200 or the slatted frame for basic
when using a common mattress.
Product number: 50520

Compact basic fold legs
The Compact basic fold legs is based on the compact
basic but include a set of legs that can be folded in manually to gain height underneath while in the ceiling.
The legs are folded out automatically when the bed is
moved towards the floor. It also comes with a full counterweight magazine.
Product number: 50530

BEDAWAY®

BEDAWAY®

Options
Slatted frame for basic
For the Compact basic series you need either a wooden framed mattress, “Scandinavian style”, or this slatted
frame.
The size is 140x200 and it is delivered in two pieces to handle narrow hallways. It comes with fixed, non infoldable legs but if you have bought a Compact basic fold legs this frame has fixings for the foldable legs. This
frame also has fixings to hold boards covering the wooden slats from underneath. Boards are not included.
Product number: 50560

Second Post (SP)
The Second post is an option for those who prefer a more guided movement prior to appearance.
It is also helpful if the long side of the bed is close to a wall or furniture as well as for commercial use.
It can be mounted to the left or the right side of the main post and works for both Compact and Compact basic.
Product number: 50540

Extra weight package
The Extra weight package is an option for Compact basic and Compact 90, to lift heavier
mattresses and gives another 24 kg. The other already comes with the full amount and cannot
be upgraded.
Product number: 10500

BEDAWAY®

Measurements and loads
3 screws in ceiling, all models. C+C

Compact Compact basic

around 163. C+C

2 screws in wall (50 mm above the floor)
or 2 screws below in floor, all models. C+C

Compact basic

Approx 410, can be extended.

Min. 610,
can be extended.

201.5 (lower edge of box mattress / slatted bed frame). C

around 2300 N static load against floor, all models.

Around 400 N static load. When supported against wall,
the wall takes the compression load; when mounted free in floor,
screws in floor absorb the load, all models. C+C

C+C

2250 to 3250 continuous, all models

around 450. 420 for
Box-spring /slatted frame/ matress,
can be extended. C

C+C

Around 400 N static load, all models. C+C

around 250. C

Compact 140

Compact 90

450 all models.

1589

555 all models.

1469

Compact basic fold leg

Approx 410, can be extended.

Min. 460,
can be extended.

969

Compact queen

Approx 510, can be extended.

around 2270. C

around 2260.
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977 ±2

Slatted frame 140x200

Compact 180

1946

977 ±2

1430

The large box is 227x80x33cm and
between 58 to 105 kg. The small are
55x17x7cm and 24 kg each.

BEDAWAY®

The specifications
Compact basic series
Characteristics
Handles a normal mattress.
Handles a wooden framed
mattress "Scandinavian style".

Compact
basic

Compact series

Compact basic Compact basic, Compact basic
fold legs
dual.
fold legs, dual.¹⁰

Compact 90 Compact 140 Compact queen

Options
Compact 180

SP
(second post)

Yes⁴

Yes⁴

No

No

Yes¹

Yes¹

Yes¹

Yes¹

_

Yes

_

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

_

No

_

90x200¹

140x200¹

80x60 inch¹

2 times 90x200¹

_

140x200

_

90x200

140x200

80x60 inch

2 times 90x200

_

_

_

41 (65)³
2.25 to 3.25
146 (170)³
164 (188)³

62
2.25 to 3.25
176
192

53
2.25 to 3.25
185
201

82 (130)³
2.25 to 3.25
292 (340)³
328 (376)³

2.25 to 3.25
15
17.4

33
41

24
24.5

45

45

45

45

-

-

-

Mattress sizes, normal mattress
140x200⁴
140x200⁴
_
_
(cm).
Mattress sizes for wooden framed 90,105,120,1 90,120,140,160 140,160,180,200 140,160,180,200x
"Scandinavian style" (cm).
40,160x200
x200
x200
200
Lift capacity² (kg)
60 (84)³⁵
76⁵
120 (168)³
136(160)³
Ceiling height, stepless (m).
2.25 to 3.25 2.25 to 3.25
2.25 to 3.25
2.25 to 3.25
Product net weight⁸ (kg).
118 (142)³
150
236 (284)³
268(292)³
Product gross weight⁹ (kg).
130 (154)³
162
260 (308)³
292(316)³
Ceiling height reduction, approx.
61
46-51⁷
61
46-51⁷
(cm)

¹ Need a slatted frame as well, must be frame style, not just lose wooden parts and for the 140 it must be one piece with 140cm long slats spreading the load to the long sides.
² Total weight for all bedding, mattress, topper, blankets, pillows and so on must not exceed this value.
³ Values within brackets are optional.
⁴ Together with the optional slatted frame 140x200 cm.
⁵ The optional slatted frame for basic is 33kg and must be deducted.
⁶ Gives another 24 kg of lifting capacity, only for Compact basic, Compact 90 (180).
⁷ The carrier (beam) slopes so 46 cm at foot end and 51 cm at the post.
⁸ The product supplied by Bedaway. For solution weight you need to add the weight for mattress, pillows etc. By adding max lift capacity you have max solution weight.

⁹ Shipping weight including packaging. Weight for a wooden pallet is not included, only products in cardboard boxes.
¹⁰ Note that this is 1 Compact basic+ 1 Compact basic fold legs. Fold legs will only be at the outside of the mattress so no need for 2 pairs.

The things to check before buying
Dear customer,
Bedaway products are a bit technical and before buying you must check following 4 items, mandatory to install in your home.





Slatted frame Weight
basic
package⁶

The ceiling height, please see specifications above.
The mattress weight and size, please see specifications above.
The possibility to mount in the ceiling, contact your dealer or craftsman if you are unsure.
That the Bedaway will not interfere with any structural, doors, windows or other blocking the movement for either the Bedaway or the other.

BEDAWAY
Retailer:

For more information, please visit

www.bedaway.com
Patented

